Abstract: Prognostics and remaining useful life (RUL) estimation for lithium-ion batteries play an important role in intelligent battery management systems (BMS). The capacity is often used as the fade indicator for estimating the remaining cycle life of a lithium-ion battery. For spacecraft requiring high reliability and long lifetime, in-orbit RUL estimation and reliability verification on ground should be carefully addressed. However, it is quite challenging to monitor and estimate the capacity of a lithium-ion battery on-line in satellite applications. In this work, a novel health indicator (HI) is extracted from the operating parameters of a lithium-ion battery to quantify battery degradation. Moreover, the Grey Correlation Analysis (GCA) is utilized to evaluate the similarities between the extracted HI and the battery's capacity. The result illustrates the effectiveness of using this new HI for fading indication. Furthermore, we propose an optimized ensemble monotonic echo state networks (En_MONESN) algorithm, in which the monotonic constraint is introduced to improve the adaptivity of degradation trend estimation, and ensemble learning is integrated to achieve high stability and precision of RUL prediction. Experiments with actual testing data show the efficiency of our proposed method in RUL estimation and degradation modeling for the satellite lithium-ion battery application.
Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries have been widely used in many fields, such as communications, navigation, aviation, and outer space technologies, for their high energy density, high output voltage, low self-discharge rate, long lifetime, high reliability and safety, and other advantages [1, 2] . Especially, for outer space applications, lithium-ion batteries can effectively reduce the system weight of a spacecraft, thus improving the load efficiency of satellites. As a result, lithium-ion batteries have been used in the new satellites of the United States and European Space Agency (ESA) [3, 4] . Moreover, it has been reported that lithium-ion batteries will become the third generation of satellite power storage batteries for China's future space platform instead of NiMH batteries and NiCd batteries.
Because a lot of fatal failures of spacecraft are attributable to their power systems, especially the battery sub-systems [1, 5] , the reliability of lithium-ion batteries has attracted much attention in the electronics industry. With the challenges of safety management, charging and discharging control, and capacity degradation of lithium-ion battery, performance fade and remaining useful life (RUL) estimation have become two of the hottest but the most challenging issues in the fields of reliability engineering, aerospace system engineering, and power sources, etc. [6] . Prognostics and RUL estimation entail the use of the current and previous system states of a battery to predict the future states of the battery system. Reliable information (predicted) can be used to schedule repairs and maintenance in advance and provide an alarm before faults reach critical levels. Such efforts prevent malfunction and catastrophic failures.
On the other hand, compared with the traditional satellite platform, the self-management and safety/reliability management abilities are emphasized on the in-obit operations for future satellites and spacecraft. Under this technical condition, developing an intelligent battery management system (BMS) is necessary as the central component of a spacecraft. Along this line, the lithium-ion batteries must be monitored, state-aware, and RUL estimated in the new BMS, so that effective maintenance strategy and control and safety management can be achieved on the satellite platform in orbit [7] . Moreover, with the requirements on life extension, reliability testing and cycle life evaluation face great challenges on the ground for satellite applications. In particular, lifetime tests and data modeling and analysis should be carefully addressed for reliability evaluation and system integration.
Recently, a lot of research work has been focused on lithium-ion battery degradation modeling and RUL prediction. Saha et al. study the battery RUL prediction and the uncertainty representation and management with particle filter (PF) algorithm (using the empirical degradation model to build state transition equation [6, 8] ). Regarding the development of computational intelligence and machine learning, research work on data-driven prognostics has been focused on the use of flexible models, such as various types of neural networks (NNs) [9] , Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) [8] for battery RUL forecasts. To complement the capabilities of different approaches, the fusion prognostics method becomes a main research direction for improving the performance in battery RUL prediction. In order to achieve a fusion prognostic strategy, Kozlowski [10] proposes a data-driven RUL prediction approach by combining ARMA model, neural networks and fuzzy logic. Liu et al. [11] develop a fusion prognostic framework to increase the system long-term prediction performance. An ensemble model for predicting the RUL of a lithium-ion battery is introduced by combining a fused empirical exponential and polynomial regression model and a PF algorithm [12] .
To predict the future system states, these data-driven methods rely on past degradation patterns of similar systems. The prediction accuracy depends on the amount of historical data and the knowledge about the data [13] . A major disadvantage of data-driven methods is that the prognostic process is usually opaque and such models are often invisible to the users. As a result, ensuring the stability and adaptability of parameters becomes quite challenging in dealing with these data-driven approaches. Another limitation of these methods is that the capacity or internal resistance is often used as the health indicator (HI) of a battery for degradation modeling and RUL estimation. However, for on-line or in-orbit applications, e.g., electric vehicles and satellites, it is very difficult to perform capacity measurement or monitoring. This is because the batteries might not be discharged from 100% SOC to 0% SOC or charged from 0% SOC to 100% SOC, and such internal state variables are inaccessible via general sensors.
With aforementioned problems and challenges, in this paper, a novel indirect HI parameter is extracted based on the charging and discharging voltage, current, and time for on-line degradation analysis. The goal is to achieve a simple and reliable framework for on-line RUL estimation for satellite lithium-ion batteries. Furthermore, this research also presents an optimized ensemble Echo State Networks (ESN) based data-driven algorithm to ensure high RUL prediction precision and stability.
Framework for Satellite Battery Remaining Cycle Life Estimation

Novel HI Extraction with Monitoring Parameters
Generally, to realize the State-of-Health (SOH) estimation and the RUL prognostics of a lithium-ion battery, the capacity is often adopted as an HI to represent the degradation state [14, 15] . However, the capacity cannot be measured on-line, and, thus in most industrial applications, it is estimated using an ampere-hour method with the electric current and voltage. Such an estimation is time-consuming and has a low accuracy, and only one capacity (maximum charging capacity) value can be obtained in each cycle. From a degradation modeling perspective, the capacity data samples are usually insufficient. Thus, the SOH estimation and RUL prognostics should be conducted with the monitoring parameters, such as charging and discharging voltages, current and temperature, for actual industrial requirements. Therefore, to achieve indirectly degradation modeling and RUL predicting with monitoring voltage, electric current is an important factor for industrial application. Moreover, with this indirect method, we can realize on-line modeling and RUL prediction.
Considering lithium-ion batteries of new cell phones/laptops, the operating time will be maximal after a full charge at the very beginning. However, the operating time (discharging time period) after subsequent full charge becomes shorter and shorter due to the charging and discharging process. This is because that the maximum charging capacity fades with the cyclic charge/discharge. Meanwhile, there is a certain relationship between the discharging time period and the capacity of lithium-ion batteries.
The phenomenon and related analysis indicate that the time interval of equal discharging voltage difference (TIEDVD) can be used as an HI to measure the capacity degradation in each charging and discharging cycle. The HI extraction for a charging and discharging cycle is shown in Figure 1 . The TIEDVD parameter is defined as the time interval corresponding to a certain discharging voltage difference. The indicated degradation based on the TIEDVD parameter is similar to that of battery capacity as well as RUL. In particular, the time interval corresponding to certain discharging voltage difference in the ith cycles is:
and the HI series can be expressed as:
The three-step HI extraction framework is as follows:
Step 1. Extract the monitoring voltage, current, and cycle index in each charging/discharging cycle under the constant-voltage and restricted-current mode; Step 2. Define the discharging voltage interval (V max and V min ) and extract the health indicating time series. Here, V max (V min ) is the maximum (minimum) voltage value used as the starting (ending) signal to count the number of discharging time intervals. Thus, the time interval corresponding to discharging voltage between V max and V min can be obtained as shown in Equation (1); Step 3. Convert the time interval difference corresponding to the V max − V min, to obtain the TIEDVD series in each cycle as shown in Equation (2).
To verify the effectiveness of using the TIEDVD HI for battery degradation quantification, we perform the Grey Correlation Analysis (GCA) [16] to compare and determine the similarity between TIEDVD and battery RUL (and battery capacity). Thus, the TIEDVD HI can be extracted from the battery on-line monitoring time series stored in the data file. The evaluation process with GCA algorithm can be described as follows:
Step 1. Prepare the verified series and referred series. The verified series is the constructed TIEDVD series defined as X i = {x i (k)|k = 1,2,…,n}, i = 1,2,…,m, and the referred series is the capacity series defined as Y = {y(k)|k = 1,2,…,n} (n is the length of series and m is the number of verified series); Step 2. Compute the correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient of y(k) and x i (k) is:
where 0 ρ > is the identification coefficient. A small ρ indicates high identification ability, and the general range of ρ is between 0 and 1. Generally, high identification ability can be obtained when ρ ≤ 0.5463. As a result, ρ is usually set to be 0.5;
Step 3. Compute the correlation level. The correlation level r i is defined as:
Note that the range of the correlation level is between 0 and 1, and the correlation level increases as r i approaches 1.
En_MONESN for RUL Estimation
We assume that a discrete Echo State Networks (ESN) [17, 18] has L input units, N internal processing units and M output units. At a time instant k, the input units, the internal processing units, and the output units are expressed as
The update equation of the internal processing units is given by:
where f = (f 1 ,…,f L ) is the activation function (usually a sigmoid function, e.g., tanh) of an internal neuron, The output equation of ESN is given by:
where
) is the output transition. The output layer is usually linear and Equation (6) 
As shown in Figure 2 , L-dimensional input unit, N-dimensional internal state unit and M-dimensional output unit are included in a standard ESN structure. If we assume W back = 0, the relationship between the input and output units can be expressed in the following equation: Since the derivative of hyperbolic tangent must be positive, i.e., (connecting x t and u j ). If the input weights and the output weights of ESN satisfy Equation (8), we can ensure that the output unit y i monotonically increases as the value of input unit u j increases.
Similarly, the sufficient condition to ensure that the output unit y i is monotonically decreasing in the value of input unit u j is given by:
Then the output unit y i and the input unit u j of ESN will have monotonic relationships by adding constrains [Equation (10) or Equation (11) ] to the learning process.
Next we consider how to add the inequality constraints to the ESN learning process. First, traditional ESN adopts a least square algorithm to train the output weights. The training principle is to obtain the least square error of training sample as shown in Equation (12) where y is the true value of function and y' = W out (u, x) is the output unit of the ESN. As mentioned before, only the output weights need to be trained in the ESN. This simplifies the training process of ESN a lot. The symbols u and x are input unit and internal state unit, respectively. Equation (12) can be regarded as an unconstrained quadratic programming. Adding the inequality constraint Equation (10) or Equation (11) to Equation (12), we can get a constrained quadratic programming. Equation (13) guarantees the monotonically increasing relationship between input and output units:
. . >0 We assume that the input sequence (u(n), n = 1,2,…,T) and output sequence (y d (n−1), n = 1,2,…,T) of MONESN are known. Then the input and output sequences should be divided into training sequence and testing sequence. Figure 3 shows the four steps for estimating RUL with MONESN: establish the network randomly, train the network dynamically, calculate the output weights under constraints, and estimate RUL. To further improve the stability of the MONESN as well as satisfy the high precision requirement for a specific MONESN, we introduce an En_MONESN (ensemble MONESN) based RUL prognostic framework. This framework overcomes the challenge in parameters determination for the MONESN. Based on the different parts of the training and modeling data set, various MONESN sub-models can be obtained. A more stable and robust ESN based RUL prognostic framework is fused with the ensemble learning of the resulting sub-models. The framework and flow chart of the En_MONESN algorithm are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. First, the ESN is a new type of recurrent neural networks which adopts large scale sparse connection (instead of the hidden layers of the classical ANN). To promote the variety of the ESN sub-models, randomly initialized input weights and internal connection weights of the reservoir can achieve different parameters settings.
Next, because the learning algorithm of ANN is unstable, we can obtain multiple new training data sets by applying the bagging algorithm (with re-sampling) to the raw training data set [21, 22] . Using these new data sets to train the multiple MONESN sub-models can ensure the diversity of MONESN models.
Finally, to make the mean errors of the sub-models approach zero, we can adjust the free parameters of the ESN sub-models. The ensemble output generalized errors can be decreased significantly by the ensemble of sub-models; on the other hand, the prediction precision of single ESN model can be reduced in the ensemble model base. 
Experiments and Test Data
The lithium-ion battery data set of satellite is composed of three single batteries (rated capacity is 10 Ah). To measure the performance and the capacity fade process, the lithium-ion batteries are tested under room temperature:
(1) The test is conducted by charging and discharging the batteries (simulating the condition of LEO orbit); (2) The 30-Ah batteries (3 × 10 Ah) are first discharged with 0.6 C for 30 min, and then charged with 0.3 C until the voltage reaches 4.1 V and finally charged with constant charging voltage. The total charging time is 60 min; (3) The charging depth is 30% DOD and the capacity of the batteries is measured every 500 cycles; (4) The parameters of voltage, current, etc. are sampled every 30 s and we store the measured data into test file.
The voltage and the current of lithium-ion batteries are monitored every 30 s. The capacity and internal resistance are measured every 500 cycles. In this experiment, the battery data set contains measured parameters for 10,500 cycles of the satellite lithium-ion batteries. Thus, 22 capacity data samples are included in the data set (see Figure 6 ). In actual satellite platform, the direct HIs, such as capacity and internal resistance, are hard to measure and monitor. So the indirect HI of TIEDVD series is quite valuable to the application which is lack of capacity data samples. Thus, our motivation is to study lithium-ion battery degradation modeling and RUL estimation through parameters that can be directly measured, such as charging and discharging voltage, current, etc. Figure 6 . Raw capacity data samples of lithium-ion batteries for satellite.
Results and Discussion
Indirect HI Extraction and Evaluation
To pre-process the lithium-ion battery data set, we can obtain the TIEDVD data series of satellite batteries as shown in Figure 7a . In the experiment, the selected discharging voltage interval is between 3.799 V and 3.866 V. Compared with the TIEDVD data series, the capacity data samples are not enough. Thus, we use the Cubic Spline Interpolation method to extend the capacity data samples (see Figure 7b) . In this way, the data samples of the capacity and TIEDVD are equal. The GCA method is applied to compute the similarity of the two types of data series. The result shows that ρ is equal to 0.5463 and the computed correlation level r is 0.7384. This indicates the strong similarity between the extracted TIEDVD series and the capacity series.
With the analysis and calculation above, we conclude that the TIEDVD series can be used as an HI for the RUL estimation of satellite lithium-ion batteries. With the proposed method, the lithium-ion battery SOH is estimated with the on-line monitoring parameters. Experiments and test results verify its effectiveness and confirm that the method can be effectively applied to the on-line battery RUL prediction and SOH estimation. Moreover, the HI extraction method has more potential applicability which can be extended to on-line RUL prediction for electric vehicles. 
Evaluation Criterion
We use four evaluation criteria to measure and demonstrate the accuracy and stability of the proposed method:
(1) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): to evaluate the local prediction accuracy: 
Satellite Lithium-Ion Battery RUL Prediction
In this section, we apply the proposed En_MONESN algorithm and the novel indirect HI to predict satellite lithium-ion battery RUL.
After raw data pre-processing, we can obtain the TIEDVD series and interpolated capacity series with the following three steps:
 Outlier detection and elimination;  Sequence fitting of TIEDVD series;  Re-sampling the TIEDVD series to reduce the data samples, the strategy is to re-sample one point in each ten samples.
One thousand forty (1040) data samples are divided into two data sets: the first 1 to 520 data samples are training data samples, and the rest of the data samples are used as testing data samples. We assume that 25% rated capacity degradation implies the failure of the lithium-ion battery. Then the failure threshold for the satellite battery is 32.2510 × 0.75 = 24.1883 Ah.
According to the correlation between the capacity series and HI series, we adopt the TIEDVD series as input and the capacity as output to realize the degradation modeling with the MONESN algorithm. As a result, we can use 3 time units as the corresponding TIEDVD threshold to the cycle life (it is 3 time units, i.e., 3 × 30 s = 90 s).
The 1 to 590 TIEDVD data samples are used as the input of En_MONESN, and the associated 2 to 591 data samples are used as the output. Similarly, the bagging algorithm is applied to obtain 100 new data sets which are used to motivate the ensemble MONESN sub-models. As a result, the TIEDVD series predicted model is built with the En_MONSEN. The free parameters of En_MONESN are trained by cross-validation (N = 10, sr = 0.7, IS = 0.001, IF = 0).
With the En_MONESN model above, we can predict the HI_TIEDVD series iteratively. Thus, the 592th, 593th, …, 1040th predicted values are obtained in the iteration. Figure 8 shows the TIEDVD predicted series with the 100 MONESN sub-models, and Figure 9 shows the En_MONESN based TIEDVD series prediction (the prediction is started from the blue line marked in the Figure 9 ).
As shown in Figures 8 and 9 , we can find that even if the predicted values deviate from the 100 MONESN sub-models, satisfied predicted result can be obtained with the ensemble learning. By examining the corresponding RUL predicted error in Figure 9 , one can see that much more stable and precise estimated performance is achieved for the HI estimation of the lithium-ion battery.
To prove the effectiveness of the proposed framework, we also compare the EN_MONESN with the basic ESN and MONESN for the battery RUL estimation. In Table 1 , the TIEDVD series are predicted with the basic ESN, MONESN, and En_MONESN models (the predicted results for single operating as well as the average predicted results for 100 times operating randomly are involved). It can be seen that the prediction precision of TIEDVD series based on En_MONESN is the highest. The RUL prediction stability (represented by the Std) indicates that the result obtained by En_MONESN is 5 to 20 times lower than the basic MONESN and ESN algorithms. 
Conclusions
In this work, we present a novel MONESN algorithm and apply the proposed method to satellite lithium-ion battery RUL prediction. A type of prediction and approximation with monotonic function feature is focused by analyzing the inherent monotonic relationship between the monitoring/testing data and the target value. Moreover, an ensemble learning strategy is used to optimize the MONESN to obtain high prediction accuracy and stability. In particular, a novel indirect HI is extracted from battery monitoring parameters to achieve flexible and applicable lithium-ion battery RUL estimation for in-orbit satellites. We also provide industrial RUL applications for satellite with the proposed framework. The experimental results prove the high effectiveness and efficiency of the RUL framework as well as the actual spacecraft application of lithium-ion batteries.
